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Abstract: Studies on the Argentine publicadministration have usually underlined the
weakness of Argentine state bureaucracies. On the basis of these assertions, scholars
have tended to equate the number of state jobs with cases of patronage. By doing so,
they have neglected the crucial issue of the scope of appointments effectively controlled
by political parties. This article applies an innovativeempirical inquiry to measure the
extent of party patronage, assessing 'where, how deeply, and to what extent parties reach
into the Argentinefederal state structures. While the results by and large confirm the
toidespread notion of the broad scope of political appointments in Argentina, they re-
fute the conventional hypothesis of a state thoroughly colonized by parties. Overall, the
results suggest that parties'distribution of public jobs in the Argentinefederal state is
oriented less to mass-style patronage than to gaining effective and broad control over
stateinstitutions.

Studies of the Argentine public administration have usually underlined the
weakness, lack of autonomy, high politicization, and low performance of Argen
tine state bureaucracies (Oszlak 1999;Spiller and Tommasi 2007). The notion of a
professional civil service has been recently characterized as a "very precarious
idea" in light of contemporary Argentine history (Ferraro 2006). On the basis of
these assertions, political scientists have tended to equate the number of state jobs
with cases of party patronage, assuming the total control of parties over all state
agencies. Consequently, a good number of studies have referred to the extent of
patronage by using the number of public employees or figures of public spending
on personnel as proxy measures for patronage. By doing so, they have neglected
the crucial issue of the actual scope of appointments effectively controlled by
political parties. Scholars of Argentine party politics have also emphasized the
importance of patronage in the functioning of the main parties (Levitsky 2007;
Leiras 2007), but they have failed to produce systematic research on the actual
ability of political parties to reach into state structures. The broad consensus on
the importance of patronage politics in the functioning of Argentine parties and
in the low performance of the public bu reaucracies suggests the relevance of as
sessing the actual extent and workings of this practice.

In this article I apply an innovative empirical inquiry to measure party pa
tronage in the Argentine federal state. With this approach I try to assess where,
how deeply, and to what extent parties reach into state structures to control the
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allocation of jobs. The results of the research by and large confirm the widespread
notion of the broad reach of political appointments in Argentina. However, they
refute the conventional hypothesis of a state thoroughly colonized by parties. In
fact, I show that while political parties appoint almost all senior positions, their
role as appointer decreases as we move down the bureaucratic hierarchy, and
there are substantial differences in the extent of party patronage across areas of
the Argentine federal state.

While the bulk of the empirical analysis focuses on the extent of party patron
age, the results also shed light on the workings and rationale of this practice.
Overall, I contend that parties in Argentina lack the operative capacity to control
appointments outside of the highest echelons of the federal bureaucracy and that
they generally have no strategic interest in appointing below this level. Accord
ingly, the results suggest that parties' distribution of jobs in the Argentine federal
state is less oriented to traditional mass-style patronage than toward gaining ef
fective control over state institutions.

In the first section I define the concept of party patronage and discuss the rela
tionship between the extent and the rationale of party patronage in contemporary
democracies. The second section reviews previous contributions to the measuring
of patronage and puts forward the approach and methodology followed in this
research. I present my findings on the actual extent of party patronage in the Ar
gentine federal state in the third section. The fourth section points out the main
explanatory factors accounting for the results.

PARTY PATRONAGE

I follow Kopecky, Scherlis, and Spirova (2008) in defining party patronage as
the power of a party to appoint people to positions in public life in a discretion
ary manner. The key feature of this definition is that it limits patronage to the
discretionary allocation of state positions by party politicians, irrespective of the
characteristics of the appointee, the legal status of the decision, or the balance of
power between the parts. This definition does not imply that party patronage nec
essarily excludes merit as a criterion for personnel selection, nor does it imply that
appointees are exclusively party members or party voters. A party may decide
to appoint people on the basis of their skills, or to appoint people without previ
ous linkages with the ruling party, or both. Rather, this definition suggests that
patronage appointments are made "without any encumbrance in terms of due
process or transparency" (Flinders 2009, 550) or, in other words, that politicians
have discretion to choose the criterion they consider fit to fill state positions.

Party patronage is not defined by a specific goal and, in fact, may serve a va
riety of different ends. Patronage may certainly work as a clientelistic exchange
for political allegiance. But patronage may also very well pursue several specific
goals. Strengthening the party organization by entrenching party networks
within the state, forging intraparty agreements, overseeing the implementation
of the party platform, or taking over state institutions to put them in the service
of the ruling party are some of the reasons that parties allocate state jobs (Sorauf
1959;Muller 2006).
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Parties as theActive Subject of Party Patronage

A troublesome side of this definition of party patronage refers to the active
subject of the action. When is it appropriate to say that the discretionary allocation
of state jobs is indeed party patronage? Naturally, official decisions about state ap
pointments are not taken by parties as such but by state officials. I am interested
not in who signs the nomination decrees but in whether party politicians are in
reality involved in the nomination processes. The point is that in practice not
every discretionary allocation of state positions is necessarily a case of party pa
tronage. Party patronage means that the responsibility for the appointments lies
with parties or party politicians more generally. I consider that party patronage
exists whenever the responsibility for the appointment lies with a party politician
or with someone appointed by and responsible to a party politician. Paraphrasing
Richard Katz (1986,43) and his first requisite for party government, I consider pa
tronage to be party patronage when decisions about appointments are effectively
taken by people chosen in elections conducted along party lines, or by individuals
appointed by and responsible to such people. While this definition might usher
in a variety of border cases, especially in political systems with loosely institu
tionalized parties, it has the advantage of allowing inquiry into the presence of
other modes of patronage that may take place in state government. In fact, state
structures usually are conflictive arenas in which actors apart from parties
such as bureaucrats, unions, and corporate sectors-play the games of patronage.

In sum, party patronage can be seen as a distinct phenomenon. It is defined
mainly by the subject of the action (the party or party politicians) and the practice
of allocating public jobs in a discretionary manner.

PartyOrganizations and Patronage

Party patronage has been traditionally understood as a particularistic ex
change between politicians and citizens. Probably the most influential theory on
the development of this type of patronage politics is that of Shefter (1977). Shefter
points to the timing of enfranchisement relative to the consolidation of a profes
sional and autonomous state bureaucracy to assess whether or not parties resort
to patronage to mobilize a popular base. Shefter's main contention is, in short, that
if an independent bureaucracy is established and consolidated before party com
petition enfranchises male universal suffrage, politicians will not have at their
disposal the state structure to build their parties and capture electoral clienteles.
In contrast, if the timing is the opposite and mass democracy exists prior to the
inception of autonomous state bureaucracies, parties will resort to state jobs as a
means to recruit and mobilize political allegiance.

However, the conventional belief that parties are always eager and prepared to
make mass use of public jobs to mobilize political support is challenged by recent
developments in the fields of party organization and public administration. Cur
rent research in these fields suggests that parties may nowadays lack the capabil
ity as well as the interest to extensively use public jobs' as a payoff and are more
interested in securing loyal and often competent management of state offices (Pe-
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ters and Pierre 2004; Kopecky and Mair 2012; Jalali, Silva, and Moreira 2012). In
this regard, evidence from both established and new democracies consistently
shows two intertwined phenomena. On the one hand, experts see a pronounced
process of interpenetration between party organizations and state structures, to
the point that parties are increasingly defined as semi-state organizations or pub
lic utilities (Katz and Mair 1995; Biezen 2004). On the other hand, studies show
that mainstream parties' membership is in decline, but that these parties no lon
ger perceive a strong membership as necessary. Consequently, they very rarely
endeavor to develop mass organizations (Dalton and Wattenberg 2002;Webb and
White 2007;Whiteley 2011). The combination of these processes indicates that par
ties may be paying less heed to the use of patronage as a means to reward legions
of activists. Instead, politicians may be using patronage to secure control over
state infrastructure while they shore up their parties as networks of officehold
ers.' Rather than a means to sustain large networks of support, patronage then
becomes a mode of government (Kopecky and Mair 2012).

This change in the rationale behind party patronage should have strong impli
cations for its extent. In short, if this change takes place we should expect parties
to focus mainly on the state's top-level positions, while lower-level jobs are mostly
left outside their domain.

OPERATIONALIZING AND MEASURING PARTY PATRONAGE

Recent studies about the size of patronage in Argentina have attempted to
tackle this issue by using measures as proxies. Scholars have measured patron
age as the expenditures allocated to personnel spending by the national (Gordin
2002)or provincial (Remmer 2007) governments, or as the overall figure for public
employment of provincial governments (Calvo and Murillo 2004; Kemahlioglu
2011). The underlying assumption of these studies is that because Argentina lacks
a stable civil service, every state job or every state salary involves party patron
age. Subsequently, variations in the number of public jobs or in public spending
in salaries are equated with variations in the levels of patronage.

The problem with these proxies is that they do not reflect the real extent of
patronage practices because they measure different aspects of employment in the
state administration. They focus on how many people are employed or how much
money is spent in salaries, figures that say very little about the ability of parties to
appoint. Actually, figures on public employment or public spending in personnel
may be deceptive indicators to measure personnel turnover and appointments in
general (Orlansky 2009).

A more refined account of this subject is provided by Ferraro (2006). Ferraro
measures the proportion of temporary personnel compared to permanent per
sonnel covered by civil service regulations to judge the extent of political appoint-

1. The control of state institutions does not refer uniquely to steering the course of public policies.
As Ingrid van Biezen notes, the increasing interdependence between parties and states "creates incen
tives for parties to make unauthorized use of public assets and to extract state resources through public
office-holding positions" (2004, 717).
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.ments in the Argentine federal state. Yet, the problem with this classification is that
it assumes that all temporary employees are politically appointed and all those
permanent employees covered by civil service regulations are not, an assumption
that does not account for the real practices in the Argentine public administration.
As I explain later in more detail, the distinction between permanent or temporary
personnel cannot be equated with political or nonpolitical appointees.

The Extent of Patronage: Range, Depth, and Proportion

I propose to gauge the actual extent of party patronage, trying to assess where
and how deeply parties reach into state structures to control the allocation of jobs.'
The extent of patronage is measured along three different dimensions: range,
depth, and proportion. First, I establish the range of these practices, answering
whether patronage is evenly spread across the whole state apparatus or if, in con
trast, parties appoint more in certain areas of government than in others. I also
want to find out how deeply parties reach into state structures. In this regard, I
try to establish whether, in different areas, parties nominate and control only se
nior ranks of government, if they also appoint midlevel positions, or if they reach
down to the bottom level of technical and service personnel. The third variable
assesses the extent of party patronage in reference to its relative amount. Parties
might appoint employees at three levels in two sectors but still in very different
proportions. It makes a difference whether parties appoint only a few, most, or all
the employees in a specific area.

Designing the Empirical Inquiry

As the first step in operationalizing the concept of patronage, I designed a
model of the Argentine state that makes it susceptible to cross-country compari
son. I followed Peters's (1988) suggestion to compare public administrations ac
cording to different policy areas. For comparative purposes, I divide the state into
the following eight policy areas: culture and education, economy, finance, foreign
affairs, judiciary, media, military and police, and welfare. The use of policy areas
as the first criterion of distinction permits an in-depth observation of patronage
practices and is based on the hypothesis that parties appoint on different scales in
different areas. This might shed light on variations and nuances overlooked so far
by studies on this field, which take the state as a monolithic entity.

As a second step I further subdivide each policy area by different types of
institutions. In so doing I expand the analysis beyond the core of the civil service,
which has been the usual object of studies on patronage and public administra
tion but that encompasses barely 7 percent of federal employment in Argentina.
In addition, if every policy area is expected to present different traits, so are dif
ferent institutional types. Public administration normally includes institutions
involved in delivering services or in the production of goods, such as state-run

2. In this part I borrow from the model developed by Kopecky, Schcrlis, and Spirova (2008).
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media, schools, courts, hospitals, state-owned companies, and so on. In Argen
tina these types of institutions, which I label executive institutions (EI), include
82 percent of public employees, control important budgets, and perform signifi
cant functions, all of which make them worthy of attention that they have not
received so far with regard to appointments. Last, the contemporary literature
on public administration stresses the importance of new forms of governance in
which power is delegated from the core executive to an increasing number of
regulatory agencies and other nondepartmental institutions that are responsible
for the formulation, implementation, and regulation of public policy (Peters and
Pierre 2004, 6). Since this process has also been noted in reference to Latin Amer
ica (Jordana and Rami6 2010), it is to be expected that parties and politicians will
try to exert influence on the form and composition of these bodies. Consequently,
I include in my generic model of the state three different types of institutions:
ministerial departments (MD), nondepartmental agencies and commissions (or
decentralized agencies, DA),3 and executive institutions (EI). Each one of the eight
policy areas of the Argentine federal state is in turn subdivided into these three
institutional types, except the judiciary, which is treated as having only executive
institutions.'

Mapping Out thePractice of Patronage

Having defined the policy areas and their institutional representations, I take
each group of institutions within each policy area to be the unit of analysis at this
stage. Interviews with key informants are the main source used to examine the
actual situation of patronage. The bulk of the data stems from forty (five per each
area) face-to-face semistructured interviews with people familiar with patronage
practices in the different policy areas. Interviewees included senior and midlevel
bureaucrats,' experts in public administration, NCO workers, journalists, and
union leaders. These key informants are asked about the range, depth, and pro
portion of patronage in the different areas. Results are presented on a range from
oto I, where 0 is a policy area completely free of patronage and 1 is a policy area
in which all or almost all of the appointments of employees of all the three insti
tutional types from the top to the bottom level are discretionary appointments
made by parties.

The questionnaire includes an additional open-ended question, requesting
from the interviewees additional comments and potential explanations for the
answers on the extent of party patronage. This question seeks to find out about
the rationale and the workings of party patronage,"

3. Because in Argentina most of these institutions are known as decentralized agencies I use that
term interchangeably with nondepartmental agencies and commissions.

4. Appendix 1 includes examples of institutions of every policy area and institutional type.
5. This included seven governmental administrators (hereinafter AGs), members of the Cuerpo de

Adrninistradores Cubernamentales. This is an elite bureaucratic corps created in 1984 that currently
has about 170 members serving in diverse management or advisory positions in different areas of the
federal state.

6. Appendix 2 shows the model of the survey questionnaire utilized in the interviews.
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THE EXTENT OF PARTY PATRONAGE IN ARGENTINA

By 2008 approximately 600,000 people were employed by the Argentine na
tional (or federal) state. Figures of public employment had shown very slight fluc
tuations between 1960 and 1989, oscillating between 850,000 and 1.1 million em
ployees (Orlansky 1989).Over the course of the next decade, the size of the national
state shrank strikingly due to fiscal adjustment, privatization of public companies,
and decentralization policies (Oszlak 2003).7 The figures of public employment
remained stable for a few years and showed a tendency to grow starting in 2003.8

The results of the interviews show that, irrespective of the number of employ
ees, none of the eight policy areas of the Argentine federal state is free from the
reach of parties. Nonetheless, as table 1 shows, parties reach different areas, insti
tutional types, and levels of the state differently.

Four findings stand out. First, parties appoint almost all senior state positions,
using the opportunities provided by the law and circumventing the restrictions
imposed by the legal system when they consider it necessary. Second, parties ap
point more in ministries than in decentralized and executive agencies. Third, al
though parties reach all state areas, the extent of patronage varies substantially
across them. And fourth, parties are far from having a monopoly over appoint
ments in the Argentine state.

Additionally, the answers reveal that the power of politicians to appoint funda
mentally aims at taking control of the state apparatus, in order to both dominate
policy-making processes and control the resources involved in these processes.

Parties Appoint Almost All Senior Positions

Parties appoint all senior positions in almost all state institutions, including
ministries, decentralized agencies, and executive institutions of all areas. In most
cases, nominations at the top level are established by law. In some others, politi
cians circumvent legal regulations to appoint.

In accordance with the law, parties appoint all superior political authorities
in the ministries (by 2007, 11 ministers, 48 secretaries, and 89 undersecretaries),
and their respective cabinets of advisors, almost all directors and presidents of 82
decentralized agencies and commissions, the judges of the Supreme Court (when
ever there is a vacancy), the commandants of all armed forces, presidents and
boards of publicly owned companies, and 25 ambassadors,"

Remarkably, parties bypass or circumvent legal constraints to appoint other top
positions that are legally beyond their reach or, in strict terms, to which they have

7. The twenty-four Argentine provinces by 2008 had approximately 2.1 million employees, more than
three times the number of the national state. Hence a thorough study of patronage in Argentina should
integrate both national and subnational levels of government.

8. This growth is mainly due to the transfer of several companies from the private to the public
sphere and the establishment of new public universities, but also to the moderate but consistent growth
of the majority of state institutions.

9. The number of legally permitted political appointments of top positions might roughly be es
timated at between 2,700 and 3,500, assuming, with Ferraro (2006), an average of five advisors per
official.
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Table 1 Extent of party patronage persector and institutional type

Ministerial Decentralized Executive Mean by
departments agencies institutions sector

Media 1 0.82 0.93 0.92
Welfare 0.94 0.83 0.72 0.83
Economy 0.85 0.61 0.7 0.72
Culture and education 0.84 0.75 0.55 0.71
Finance 0.66 0.63 0.63 0.64
Military and police 0.73 0.6 0.55 0.63
Foreign affairs 0.76 0 0.4 0.39
Judiciary 0.33 0.33
Mean by institutional type 0.82 0.61 0.6 0.65

Note: The figures express composite measures that result from the combination of values of the range,
depth, and quantity of party patronage in eight different sectors and three different policy areas of the
Argentine federal state.

restrained access. In most cases parties transform constrained powers into full
powers through ad hoc devices of dubious legality. A case in point is the direction
of the Broadcasting Commission (Comite Federal de Radiodifusi6n, COMFER),
the agency responsible for regulating and monitoring the installation and func
tioning of television and radio stations. According to the regulation issued by
the last military government, COMFER is run by a board comprising members
of the three armed forces. Although the law was naturally seen as obsolete with
the advent of democracy, none of the administrations since 1983 had attempted to
change it as of 2010. Instead, alleging its inapplicability, presidents issued a decree
by which they made a discretionary nomination of a delegate of the executive
power to run the agency (who, in turn, controlled other appointments at the top of
the agency)." Something similar has occurred with the national TV station, Chan
nel 7,which has always been run by a delegate of the executive power (interventor).

Likewise, all presidents have claimed situations of emergency in order to directly
appoint the board of the largest national health care agency, the institute of social
services for pensioners (Programa de Atenci6n Medica Integral, PAMI), sidestep
ping the legal proceedings that demand that affiliate representatives participate
in constituting the board.

Remarkably, parties have circumvented the law to nominate senior positions at
the regulatory agencies of public utilities (gas, electricity, communications, trans
port, etc.). These agencies must be run by boards selected by the executive power
on the basis of previous examinations, arid applicants are required to fulfill spe
cific qualifications. Yet, once again, presidents have preferred to allege situations
of exception and lack of time to undertake the selection process in order to cover
these key positions by decree. For example, although law 24,076/1992 establishes
that the members of the board of the gas regulatory agency, ENARGAS, must

10. Author's interview with a professor of social communication at University of Buenos Aires, Bue
nos Aires, August 2007. The law was finally changed in 2010. The appointment of the directors of the
agency that replaced COMFER was among the most controversial issues of the new regulation.
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be experts in the area selected through examinations, during the first Kirchner
administration the directors of the board were politicians closely related to the
president and the minister of federal planning, and all were directly appointed by
a presidential decree." When, in the wake of reliable allegations of corruption, the
president of the board was forced to resign, President Kirchner issued another de
cree appointing another politician he trusted, even when the decision was openly
criticized by the national media."

Ruling parties also force and often bypass legal constraints to manipulate the
appointment of judges, turning constrained powers into pure patronage powers.
Lifetime tenure for Supreme Court justices has been repeatedly violated by differ
ent means (threats of impeachments have been historically common) and under
different arguments in recent Argentine history (Helmke 2005). Legal constraints
are more openly, albeit less visibly, circumvented when politicians manipulate
results of open contests to select lower-court judges in order to pick their favorite
candidates. Legally, the president is entitled to opt for the candidate he prefers
from a list of three applicants submitted by the Council of Magistracy. This sys
tem provides politicians (the president or, more commonly, the minister of jus
tice), with a limited degree of discretion. However, negotiations between political
councillors and political pressures from the Ministry of Justice often end in gro
tesque manipulation of the composition of the threesomes. While that has been
the case since the Council of Magistracy was established in 1999 (Roth 2007), eval
uations have become particularly irregular since 2003. Irregularities especially
involve appointments of those judges who deal with cases of corruption, drug
trafficking, smuggling, and economic demands against the state."

The determination of parties to appoint top-level positions all across the fed
eral state, including those that are not legally available, responds to their decision
to secure a strict compliance to presidential orders and a tight hold over state bu
reaucracies. A well-known journalist from the newspaper Pagina 12 summarizes
the rationale behind these nominations: "Ministers, state secretaries, directors of
decentralized agencies, presidents of state-owned companies, must all be soldiers
who guarantee blind obedience; they must ensure that the agency they head will
work in line with the political project led by the president.'?'

Parties Appoint All across the State, but Ministries Are the Loci of Party Patronage

As table 1 shows, parties have greater reach in ministerial departments than
in the rest of the state. Parties reach all ministries and usually appoint top- and
midlevel employees in all of them.

Every change of government entails a sweep of all top ministerial positions:

11. Detailed information about appointments at regulatory agencies was provided by the NCO ACIj
(Civic Association for Equality and Justice), Buenos Aires, August 2007.See also "Sin control en los entes
rcguladores," La Nadon, February 19, 200?

12. See "Investigacion por coimas: Pese a las crfticas, la designacion seria por decreto," Clarin, May 18,
2007.

13. Author's interview with a Supreme Court official, Buenos Aires, July 2007.
14. Author's interview with a journalist from Prigina 12, Buenos Aires, September 2007.
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ministers, secretaries, undersecretaries, and their respective cabinets of advisers.
Most times, turnovers also entail the arrival of new midlevel officials. Actually,
midlevel positions in the ministries, such as national directors or general direc
tors, constitute a key zone that politicians strive to control, assuming that these
functionaries will in turn form their own working teams responsive to them. In
a context of unstable and transient bureaucracies, appointing personnel is how
officeholders obtain the loyalty and responsiveness they demand. In that sense,
"working with your own people" is the mode in which the administration regu
larly functions."

The fact that many midlevel officials obtain tenure from within the framework
of the civil service regulations is not a signal of apolitical appointments. Indeed,
most times the civil service exams constitute a mere facade to regularize politi
cal appointments. Frequently new political authorities force the displacement of
midlevel civil servants to replace them with new employees, who are then regu
larized through manipulated contests. When they cannot simply replace the na
tional and general directors, political authorities may alternatively assign the real
functions of management to political appointees, even when they hold temporary
contracts, thus marginalizing the civil service staff, which is confined to insub
stantial tasks (Minsky 2001).

It is worth noting that the functioning of most ministries is based on the de
velopment of programs, a format that emerged at the beginning of the 1990s as a
new method to organize ministerial bureaucracies. Instead of working with per
manent bureaucracies, programs are created to achieve specific targets for which
they require specialized personnel. The notion of programs as a new strategy for
public administration was inspired by the school of new public management and
was theoretically supported and many times financed by multinational organiza
tions (such as the Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank, and the
United Nations Development Program) with the goal of providing more flexible
and adaptable tools to attain specific policy goals (Lopez and Zeller 2006). What
indeed happens is that every time a new government assumes power, programs
are replaced, and with them the managers and coordinators in charge. These
programs provide political authorities with substantial room to contract new
employees." By the mid-1990s there were more than sixty programs functioning
in the orbit of the executive power, meaning that different rings of parallel bu
reaucracies had emerged in all ministries. The use of temporary jobs to hire new
personnel gave rise to the massive presence of contratados, employees appointed
through different contractual forms and for a fixed term."

15. As an AG serving at the Ministry of Education put it: "That is the natural and accepted way to run
the ministries. No functionary trusts people who were hired by his predecessor" (author's interview,
August 2007).

16. A well-established practice consists of asking the appointee to bring two additional curriculum
vitae, which must show lower qualifications than the one of the applicant. The trick is known by both
the applicant and the employer and functions-as do so many other practices-to "cover formalities."
Author's interview with a program coordinator at the Ministry of Social Development, July 2007.

17. The real number of contratados is not registered by any reliable source. Yet, it is clear that they
outnumber the permanent staff in several ministries (Spiller and Tommasi 2007, 172-173).
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With regard to the scale of appointments at ministries, unlike what happens
with senior and midlevel positions, the majority of the technical and service per
sonnel are not replaced with every change of government. That is obviously the
case with permanent personnel, whose positions are protected by law. But to a
large extent, and in contrast to usual assumptions (for example Spiller and Tom
masi 2007, 174), it also applies to the contratados. Although every time new au
thorities assume power in a ministry they might decide not to extend the job
contracts of the temporary personnel, the majority of the contratados actually
manage to survive turnovers. New authorities do bring some new people to un
dertake sensitive tasks and do not extend the contracts of those more obviously
linked to the previous political authorities or clearly identified as activists. But in
general, most of the contratados with bottom-level jobs are not replaced. Cases of
massive replacements in an agency may still exist (especially in the welfare sec
tor), but they are more the exception than the rule. In contrast, it is common that
the contratados try to adapt to the new authorities, irrespective of how they were
originally appointed. In that sense, even though many of them got their positions
through a political connection, the large majority of personnel are much more
concerned with keeping their jobs than with any party loyalty."

Every few years groups of those employees who have been working as tempo
rary personnel for some time are tenured through "exceptional" decrees enacted
by the minister or by the chief of the ministerial cabinet. These passages to staff
(pases a planta), as these measures are known in the jargon, are usually negotiated
between the unions and office-holding politicians." Therefore, the clear-cut dis
tinction between temporary personnel as politically appointed versus the perma
nent staff as apolitically appointed must not be overstated. In reality, since 1990
almost all employees have been hired first as temporary personnel in order to get
permanent positions at some point (Bambaci, Spiller, and Tommasi 200~ 169-175).
On that note, the successive incorporation of contratados along with the periodic
passages to staff have produced the accumulation of recognizable "geological lay
ers" of employees in every ministry, each layer having its origin in the period of a
different political authority (Oszlak 1994; Dalbosco 2003).

Parties also appoint in decentralized agencies. There are even a few DAs colo
nized by parties, particularly in the welfare area. However, a good number of
DAs (especially in areas such as security, finance, economy, and foreign affairs)
have more autonomous and stable bureaucracies than the ministries. To take an
example from the area of economy, while some departments of the Ministry of
Economy, such as the Secretariat of Commerce or the Secretariat of Industry, are
highly politicized, many of the DAs in the same area enjoy a higher degree of
professionalization.

Executive institutions appear, albeit by a very slight margin, to be the least
open to patronage of our three institutional types. Parties do not appoint at the
bottom level of security agencies (police and armed forces), embassies, and courts.

18. Author's interviews with AGs serving at the Ministries of Education and Foreign Affairs, Buenos
Aires, August and October 2007.

19. Author's interview with a leader of a public employees' union, September 2007.
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However, the difference between executive institutions and the other institutional
types does not hinge so much on the range or depth of the appointments but
rather on the relatively low proportion of patronage registered in these institu
tions. In effect, in addition to the cases of security, foreign affairs, and the judi
ciary, parties appoint only some (up to one third) of the bottom-level positions in
financial, economic, and educational and cultural executive agencies.

Overall, recent assumptions in the literature about the displacement of the
practice of patronage from ministerial departments do not apply to the Argentine
state. Surely because ministries are still the locus where most substantial poli
cies are decided, parties appoint at the core of the administration more than they
do in other institutional types. Instead, as a political scientist who served in the
Ministry of Interior explained, "the further you get from the minister, the more
chances you have to find lower levels of politicization.'?" Yet, disparities across
institutional types are less significant than those across policy areas.

Parties Reach Differently in Different Sectors

Parties do not reach all policy sectors equally. In fact, the data highlights the
existence of substantial differences from one sector to another. As shown by the
aggregate figures in table 1, media is at the top of the list. This sector exhibits
very feeble bureaucracies in its ministerial departments, regulatory agency, and
executive institutions. Welfare stands out as another patronage-ridden sector. In
particular, the Ministry of Social Development and the decentralized agencies in
its orbit are known for their weak, unstable, and politicized bureaucracies.

At the other extreme, the judiciary and foreign affairs appear to be the areas
least permeable to party patronage. Parties do not participate in the appointment
of bottom- and midlevel personnel in the courts, which, as far as the nomina
tion of personnel is concerned, function as an autonomous branch of state. That
autonomy accounts for the low rate of patronage in the sector despite the decisive
role of parties in the appointment of judges. Parties do reach the different levels of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, although this is the only ministry in which most
mid- and bottom-level positions are occupied by members of a professional bu
reaucracy, the diplomatic corps. Additionally, presidents have consistently abided
by the legal limitation of twenty-five political ambassadors." The absence of party
patronage in its sole decentralized agency, the National Commission on Space
Activities (CONAE), probably renders an exaggeratedly low figure for the whole
sector." Yet, foreign affairs are generally acknowledged to be the most profession
alized area of the Argentine state.

Security and finance also exhibit comparatively low figures of party patronage.

20. Author's interview, August 2007.
21. Author's interview with an ambassador and professor of constitutional law at the University of

Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, July 2007.
22. CONAE is a small agency that has kept the same director and managers since its creation in 1994.

In the words of an employee who has worked there for all this time, "it is an agency that does not bother
the government and in which the government is not interested." Author's interview, Buenos Aires,
September 2007.
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The case of security is mainly explained by the existence of professional military
and police forces, with their specific regimes for the recruitment of personnel.
Finance stands out as the most even sector, with relatively strong bureaucracies
in all three institutional types. Parties do appoint senior positions in this sector as
much as they do in any other, but in this case a financial techno-bureaucracy pre
vents politicians from reaching most mid- and bottom-level positions. As Geddes
(1994, 14)suggests, the implementation of reforms that bring bureaucratic compe
tency to previously patronage-ridden agencies depends on whether those reforms
can serve the immediate political interests of the politicians who have the power
to initiate them. The administration of the financial sector demands a degree of
expertise that cannot be found in the ranks of Argentine party organizations
(Camou 2007). Because this area is crucial for the fate of any government, parties
have decided to accept a strategy of professionalization of the sector, prioritizing
good performance over particularistic rent seeking."

Last, economy combines some highly politicized ministerial departments,
quite professionalized decentralized agencies, and state-owned companies in
which patronage is high but, as explained below, parties are not the main patrons,
hardly reaching beyond top positions.

Certainly, the autonomy of state agencies in every area is ultimately contingent
on parties' strategic decisions, as has been proved in recent years by the case of
the National Institute of Statistics (INDEC). The government decided to take over
this long-standing autonomous and prestigious institution in order to manipulate
inflation- data to appear more favorable than real figures (largely by altering the
composition of the consumer price index or CPI).24 The conflict began in the last
trimester of 2006, when a section head refused to submit confidential information
on her work on the CPI to the secretary of commerce. The secretary of commerce,
backed by the president, replaced that midlevel official with an employee from the
Ministry of Economy without any background in the INDEC. This measure trig
gered a series of forced resignations in the agency (first, the immediate superior of
the replaced employee, shortly afterwards the director of the institution, and even
tually more than twenty qualified functionaries). Many of the INDEC employees
protested the political intervention, but the institution was soon occupied by doz
ens of new employees who deferred to the secretary of commerce." In sum, the
president decided to reach deep into a highly professionalized institution as soon
as it determined that the goal-in this case to control the official statistics-was
worth the intervention. The case of INDEC proves that no public agency in Argen
tina is safe from political intervention. Yet, it also exposes the existence of institu
tions that have achieved high standards of professionalization and have managed
to maintain their professional staffs throughout different administrations.

By contrast, partisan appointments are common in areas such as media and

23. For the case of the deliberate professionalization of the tax collection agency in the early 1990s
(then called Direcci6n General Impositiva, DCI), see Eaton 2003. According to Eaton, "A Peronist ma
jority in Congress shared with the President the view that improving tax collection was critical in the
party's attempt to defend fiscal stability and win elections" (2003,58).

24. "Cristina's Challenges," Economist, October 26, 2007.See also Levitsky and Murillo (2008, 25).
25. See "Dcnuncian que el INDEC csta totalmente desmantelado," La Nadon, January 14,2008.
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welfare. These areas have traditionally been subject to party patronage, and their
politicization is taken for granted by both their employees and the public. The
need to professionalize them was never seriously considered nor is it seen as elec
torally convenient. Institutions such as the Ministry of Social Development and
the public media have always served parties' political goals, in one case as a source
of clientelism, in the other as an instrument for propaganda, and parties never
perceived the need (nor were they forced) to professionalize their bureaucracies.

Patronage Is Not Monopoly of Parties

There are a variety of alternative ways to get a state position other than be
ing appointed by a party politician. Some decentralized agencies and executive
institutions have their own meritocratic systems for the recruitment of personnel,
which work in a reasonably professional way. In agencies from different policy
areas, such as the taxation agency AFI~ the Central Bank, the National Commis
sion on Atomic Energy, the National Institute of Industrial Technology, and the
National Commission on Scientific and Technological Research, among others,
personnel are recruited according to previously established competitive proce
dures. A few of them, in the terms of Spiller and Tommasi (2008,103),are "islands
of bureaucratic excellence."

However, it is remarkable that lower figures of party patronage do not always
indicate transparent and merit-based personnel selection processes. In many
cases, those figures reflect the presence of other actors that dominate the distri
bution of patronage, sharing that role with party politicians or even displacing
them as the main appointers. It can be argued that the absence of professional
state bureaucracies only partially brings about party patronage. Trade unions are
decisive patronage players, especially at the lower levels, in many ministries, in
media institutions such as public television, and in state-owned companies. It is
important to note that the unions of state personnel operate as corporatist entities
with their own specific interests, appointing their people and pushing for their
agendas, with autonomy from political parties." Judges dominate the process of
personnel recruitment in the judiciary with large degrees of discretion. In the
case of the Federal Police, recruitments and promotions are subject to frequent
discretionary decisions of the chief, officers, without any involvement of party
politicians (Corgal 2002). In addition, some techno-bureaucracies have managed
to control midlevel positions at some institutions and in practice recruit the tech
nical personnel. One case is that of the association of financial experts (Asociaci6n
Argentina de Presupuesto, ASAP), which has a strong influence in financial min
isterial departments. The National Commission of University Evaluation (in the
orbit of the Ministry of Education) is another example of an institution controlled
by a techno-bureaucracy."

The same midlevel bureaucrats quite often gain autonomy from political au-

26. Author's interview with a leader of a public employees' union, Buenos Aires, September 2007.
27. Author's interview with a researcher from the NCO CIPPEC, Buenos Aires, September 2007.
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thorities to form their working teams. Typically, general directors and coordi
nators in less professionalized ministries-such as education, justice, labor, or
health-recruit the employees who work in their programs without the involve
ment of their superior political authorities. The (discretionary) appointments
decided by these coordinators and directors, themselves frequently recruited on
nonpartisan grounds, can hardly be deemed as cases of party patronage.

Another significant proportion of state jobs are appointed via nepotism, in
which party politicians have no direct involvement. Children and relatives of em
ployees have priority-actual, if not legal-to get jobs in most state institutions,
especially in state-owned companies. The appointment of friends and acquain
tances of employees are widespread practices as well. Whenever a state agency
is searching for personnel, it is quite common for the employees to bring their
relatives and friends to fill these vacancies, though usually experience and quali
fications are taken into some consideration."

In formal terms every appointment can be attributed to the ruling party, since
it must eventually be ratified by an authority appointed by someone elected along
party lines (the chief of the ministerial cabinet, a minister, a director of a decentral
ized agency, a president of a state-owned company, etc.). Yet, when assessing the
actual extent of party patronage it seems important to see who actually recruits
the personnel and decides appointments. In that sense, actors other than parties
take part in the allocation of state jobs. Many times this is due to the existence of
other patrons competing for the colonization of state agencies. But in most cases
the main reason is parties' lack of operative capacity and lack of political determi
nation to cover all the positions at their disposal.

EXTENT AND RATIONALE OF PARTY PATRONAGE

It is doubtless that "the Argentine state lacks bureaucratic autonomy" (Levit
sky 200;: 213),and that "the absence of civil service rules allows the discretionary
use of public employment" (Calvo and Murillo 2004, 744). In that context, party
patronage is in all probability the most significant mode by which bureaucratic
autonomy is impeded and public employment is distributed on a discretionary
basis, involving all the most senior positions, a majority of midlevel ministerial
positions, and many midlevel positions at decentralized agencies. The ruling
party, and in particular the presidents, make the major decisions on appoint
ments across the administration, especially at senior levels. In line with Shefter's
(1977) explanation of the different developments of patronage in Western coun
tries, it is arguable that when democracy was initiated in Argentina (1912-1916),
and the same when it was restored in 1983,parties found it easy to take advantage
of the fragility of weak state bureaucracies to employ their own followers. Parties
did not then face a strong constituency for bureaucratic autonomy, nor did they
find the incentives that, according to Geddes, might have led them to promote the
professionalization of state bureaucracies.

28. Author's interview with an AG serving at the National Library, Buenos Aires, June 2007.
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However, it is clearly wrong to view the president or parties in general as re
sponsible for most appointments in all areas and institutions of the Argentine state.
In fact, of all state jobs that are periodically created, the vast majority are filled with
no direct participation of party politicians. As shown above, parties do fill almost
all senior positions by discretionary appointments, but their role in appointments
declines once we 109k at lower-level positions. The reach of parties is higher in
some policy areas than in others, and parties are only one among various actors
that can recruit and appoint public employees on a discretionary basis.

Rather than by any legal restriction, this relatively limited role of parties is
explained by four main factors. First, revisiting Shefter's approach, although state
bureaucracies are not autonomous and professionalized in general, there are a few
agencies with a long tradition of bureaucratic autonomy. Parties can still take over
these agencies if they see fit, as the INDEC case unmistakably shows. Yet bureau
cratic autonomy is generally respected unless a deliberate political decision has
been taken to do otherwise. Second, parties did find it electorally convenient to
professionalize a few areas and agencies. As Geddes (1994) notes, securing good
management of certain areas may be seen by politicians as strategically conve
nient, even when they must resign patronage powers. This has been the case with
financial institutions. Parties have maintained political control over the agencies
through the appointment of the most senior positions, but they have accepted
the professionalization of the area. Third, in the field of state structures there are
powerful corporatist entities that successfully withstand partisan encroachment
and compete with parties as important appointers in different areas (typically,
but not only, trade unions). .

Fourth, the most decisive factor is that current party leaders at the national
level lack the organizational capability as well as the interest to reach down to the
bottom of many state agencies. Results confirm that current political leaders have
an utmost interest in appointing senior positions, even when not legally allowed
or when they have to sidestep legal regulations. In contrast, they are much less
interested in the bottom ranks of the administration. Appointing top-level posi
tions-as well as some key midlevel positions-s-seeks the control of state agen
cies, which naturally implies determining policy but simultaneously involves ac
cess to the partisan management of state resources. In other words, controlling
key nominations not only aims at overseeing policy-making processes but also
operates as a precondition for allocating resources of different kinds, such as sub
sidies, public works, and investments, all of which have huge political relevance.
In contrast, the distribution of bottom-level jobs has no political significance and,
accordingly, is not a common strategy at the federal state."

Additionally, elected presidents lack a pool of loyal and qualified party cadres
at their disposal from which to staff the federal administration. They also need
not deal with intense pressure from a rank and file hungry for jobs, a demand that

29. Author's interview with an expert in public administration at University of Buenos Aires, Buenos
Aires, October 2007. This interviewee distinguishes the federal state from provincial governments, in
which the distribution of jobs as a particularistic exchange to broaden partisan clienteles seems to be
a common practice.
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is mostly confined to subnational levels of government. This leads party politi
cians to resort to nonpartisan networks to fill a good number of key positions,
on the one hand, and, on the other, to delegate patronage powers to nonpartisan
actors." Indeed, politicians delegate to midlevel officeholders recruitment for a
large share of state positions that they could in principle appoint directly. That
is why, below the highest levels of government, appointments are rarely linked
to any party membership." Officials search for people they can trust and who in
many cases have the necessary skills. What they look for can be described, in the
words of Aberbach and Rockman (1994), as "responsive competence," for which
the party might not be the most appropriate or even a possible source. In this
context, a large number of appointments are decided on the basis of personal link
ages. Relatives, friends, university colleagues, and professionals who are former
coworkers from think tanks, NGOs, and corporations are all potential appointees
for mid- and bottom-level jobs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Historically, partisan appointments in Argentina have been associated with
mass patronage (Rock 2005). This might remain true for provincial and municipal
stages. However, the findings of this study suggest that, in line with processes
identified in other settings (see Kopecky, Mair, and Spirova 2012),Argentine par
ties use patronage in the federal state mainly as a mode of government. Patron
age in its most traditional sense certainly does exist and in some areas is still
a common pattern. Yet whether the ruling parties are interested in implement
ing a particular set of policies or in using public positions for rent seeking-or a
combination of the two-the overall primary goal of partisan appointments is to
dominate state institutions.

The understanding of the politics of appointments and the relationships be
tween party organizations and state structures, in Argentina and in Latin America
in general, is still in its initial stages. Much more comparative research is needed
to discover what games are really being played in this field. What motivates par
ties to appoint, what criteria they follow to select the appointees, and what kind
of linkages exist between ruling parties and nonpartisan appointees emerge as
relevant questions that should be part of a research agenda along with the issue of
the extent of patronage. With this article I hope to have contributed by suggesting
an approach that improves substantially on the measures developed thus far and
that is easily replicable in other settings, and by using this approach to gauge the
actual extent of patronage and connect it to the analysis of the rationale of patron
age in Argentina.

30. According to an official serving at the Public Employment Office, "President Duhalde was hardly
able to reach up to undersecretaries with his own people; and Kirchner had much less than that. He had a
little provincial bureaucracy which had been ruling the province of Santa Cruz; so he had to recruit from
other places and rely on other people's recruitment." Author's interview, Buenos Aires, June 2007.

31. A professor of public administration at Universidad de San Andres asserts: "From undersecre
taries downward, whom everyone appoints has little to do with a party and much more with acquain
tances and networks of affinities." Author's interview, Buenos Aires, July 2007.
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Appendix 1: State areas: Main institutions and size

Ministerial
departments

Nondepartmental
agencies and commissions Executive institutions

Size (number of
employees)

Culture and
education

Economy

Finance

Foreign
affairs

Ministry of Education,
Science, and Tech
nology; Secretary of
Culture

Ministry of Economy
and Production;
Ministry of Federal
Planning, Invest
ments, and Services

Secretariat of Finance
and Secretariat of
Treasury (Ministry
of Economy)

Ministry of Foreign
Relations, Interna
tional Commerce,
and Religious
Affairs

Commission for Universities
Evaluation; Film National
Institute; Theatre National
Institute

Institute of Industrial Property;
Atomic Energy National
Commission; regulatory
commissions (transportation,
gas, communications, routes,
energy, nuclear energy); Insti
tute of Industrial Technology;
National Institute of Statistics

National Securities Commission;
General Auditing Office; Pub
lic Incomes Federal Agency
(tax collection and customs)

Space Activities National
Commission

47 national universities; National
Council of Scientific and Technolog
ical Research; National Library; Na
tional Theatre; National Ballet; Fine
Arts Museum; National Orchestra
personnel, Encuentro TV

Water and sewers of Buenos Aires;
Nucleoelectrica Argentina (nuclear
plants); coal mines; National Post;
National Energy; Aerolineas Argen
tinas, Agency of Routes and Paths;
military factories

Central Bank; National Bank; Invest
ment and Foreign Trade Bank

78 embassies, 16 consulates, and 7
permanent missions (UN, OAS,
UNESCO, EU, FAO, MERCOSUR;
International Organizations in
Geneva)

148,000

81,000

4~000

4,600
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Judiciary

Media

Military and
police

Welfare

Secretariat of Media

Ministry of Defense;
Ministry of Interior

Ministry of Social
Development

National Broadcasting
Commission

Geographic Military Institute;
Registry of Weapons; ; Im
migration National Agency;
Persons Registration Agency

Superintendent Office on Health
Services; National Council for
Childhood and Family

Council of the Magistracy; National
Supreme Court; National Courts;
Attorney General Office; Defender
General Office

TV Channel 7; National Radio (four ra
dio stations); National Press Agency,
Telam

Army; Navy; Air Force; Commanding
Office (Estado Mayor Conjunto);
Federal Police; National Frontier
Police; Coast Guard; Airports Secu
rity Police; Federal Prisons Service

National Social Security Administra
tion; National Institute of Social
Services for Pensioned and Retired;
five hospitals

33,000

4,000

22~000

43,000

Note:Public employment figures in Argentina are fuzzy. I use figures published by the National Institute of Statistics (lNDEC) and the Ministry of Economy, assum
ing that they constitute approximate data and with the aim of illustrating the relative size of the areas.
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Appendix 2: Expertsurvey questionnaire

Q1. In your opinion, political parties appoint positions
1. in a few institutions
2. in most institutions
3. in all institutions

Q2. In your opinion, political parties appoint positions at
1. the top managerial level
2. the middle-level employees
3. the bottom-level technical and service personnel

Q3. In your opinion, political parties appoint
1. up to one-third of the positions of the area
2. between one-third and two-thirds of the positions
3. more than two-thirds of the positions

Q4. Additional comments, questions, and clarifications; potential explanations for the
scope and extent of party patronage [open-ended question].
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